ABSTRACT
This study uses data from the 2009-2012 and 2013-2016 Brazilian Paralympic athletes’ participation in athletics, and swimming international and national competitions, to predict their participation and performance in the Paralympic Summer Games of 2012 and 2016. Logistic regressions were conducted to examine the impact of the number of competitions, domestic and international, in which Brazilian Paralympic athletes participated in preparation for the Paralympics and their effective participation and performance in the London 2012 and the Rio 2016 Paralympic Games, and which year(s) of their participation in the cycles of the Paralympic competitions determine with more significance their participation in the Paralympic Games. Results document that for the sports in focus, there is a statistically significant relationship between participation and performance in the Paralympic Games and participation in the events of other sport competitions during the years leading up to each Paralympic cycle. Athletes’ participation in international competitions exhibits a higher impact on their participation in the Paralympic Games. Participation in international competitions also shows a positive and statistically significant impact on obtaining a medal by an athlete in the London 2012 and the Rio 2016 Paralympic Games. Additionally, participation in international competitions, in year 1 and year 3 preceding the Paralympic Games, has a greater impact on participation in the Games. These findings can contribute to managing event schedules, training sessions, and even sport funding.
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I. Introduction

IN ADDITION TO PROMOTING HEALTH, self-esteem, and social integration for athletes with physical disabilities, Paralympic sports at large, are also a competitive sporting activity (Blauwet & Willick, 2012). Swimming and athletics represent most of the medals awarded to para-athletes in international competitions, including the Paralympic Games. The medal-awarding achievements at the London 2012 Paralympic Games, the Para-Panamerican Games of 2007, 2011, and 2015, and the 72 medals won at the Paralympic Rio 2016 Games are evidence of the victorious trajectory of Brazil in international Paralympic sport (Haiachi et al., 2016). Hence, the Paralympic Games are driven by athletes’ sporting performance, which raises the demands of coaching planning and decision-making regarding athletes’ training and their preparation for competition (Miller, 2015; Blauwet & Willick, 2012; Legg et at., 2011).

In this framework, paralympic athletes’ performance, arguably, benefits from technological innovation, especially, in relation to materials, equipment, and training methodologies. This reality creates a kind of virtuous circle, which increases the opportunities for obtaining sport-linked performance funding, from both public and private sources, therefore promoting excellency in Paralympic sporting activity (Haiachi, 2015; Burkett, 2010).

At the same time as Paralympic sporting business is increasing, it is also worth highlighting sports analytics as it encompasses “the segment of data collection and management, predictive modeling and computational methods in order to find valuable information for sport related decision making” (Sarlis & Tjortjis, 2020; Sands et al., 2017; Microsoft, 2017; Silva, 2016; Miller, 2015; SAP, 2015; Gaudino et al., 2013; Wright et al., 2013). Notably, the search for patterns in data analysis aims at optimizing processes and decision-making related to sporting activities (Intel, 2017; IBM, 2016).

Its use makes it possible to obtain competitive advantages that are linked to sports performance and participation in competitions, the decision-making of managers and allows economic advantages to be reaped that are generated through merchandizing, and the financing of elite sporting activity (Link, 2018; Alamar, 2013). Therefore, sports analytics can promote improvements in athletes’ performance, effectiveness, and ultimately efficiency (Baker & Kwartler, 2015; Hakes & Sauer, 2006). Additionally, sports analytics can also contribute to improving the strategic planning of sporting organizations and is useful for the financial planning of public authorities when deciding on the distribution of resources for athletes and sporting organizations (Andreu & Pappous, 2016).

Although participation in international competitions is considered one of the success pillars of the sports (Patatas et. al, 2019; De Bosscher et. al, 2015), few initiatives have been developed that attempt to analyze and predict the participation of elite athletes in
the Olympic and Paralympic Games, particularly that of para-athletes (Mello et. al, 2022). Therefore, this paper aims at using a sample of data from the participation of Brazilian Paralympic athletes in domestic and international athletics, and swimming qualifying competitions, to estimate the odds of their participation and performance in the London 2012 and the Rio 2016 Paralympic Summer Games (PSG).

For empirical testing purposes, we conducted logistic regression estimations, using two samples — the Paralympic Games of 2012 and the Paralympic Games of 2016 — drawn from the National Elite Sports Office of Brazil’s Ministry of Sports, covering the 2009-2012 and 2013-2016 sampling periods, respectively, with 140 athlete-events for the Paralympic Games of 2012, and 202 athlete-events for the Paralympic Games of 2016.

This research is organized based on the following research objectives. First, to examine the impact of the number of events in which Brazilian Paralympic athletes participated, in domestic and international athletics, and swimming qualifying competitions, on their participation and performance in the London 2012 and the Rio 2016 Paralympic Games, and how this relationship is influenced by the type of sports. Second, identification of the year(s), in which the events occur, which had a higher impact on the prediction of Brazilian Paralympic athletes’ participation in Paralympic Games.

We find that a one-unit increase in the number of international competitions in which a Brazilian Paralympic athlete participates in preparation for the Paralympic Games is associated with an increase in the odds of being in an event at the Paralympic Games by 1.893 (1.619 for swimming and 2.199 for athletics). For the Paralympic Games of London 2012 and Rio 2016, a one-unit increase in the number of international events performed per athlete is associated with a 2.415 and 1.816 increase in the odds of being in the Paralympics (1.992 for swimming and 3.197 for athletics in London 2012; and, 1.447 for swimming and 2.292 for athletics in Rio 2016), respectively. Additionally, results also document that participation in domestic and international competitions shows both a positive and statistically significant impact on obtaining a medal by an athlete. We also found that a one-unit increase in the number of international events in year 1 (2009) and year 3 (2011) is associated with a 2.003 and 1.523 increase in the odds of being in the Paralympic Games, respectively. For the Paralympic Games of Rio 2016, a unit increase in the number of domestic events in year 3 (2015), is associated with a -2.007 decrease in the log-odds of the participation in the Paralympic Games 2016. Finally, we also document that the participation of athletes in more overall events decreases the odds by 0.305 of being in the Paralympic Games.

Overall, our findings suggest that there is a positive impact on the number of international events in which Brazilian Paralympic athletes participated, in preparation for the Paralympics, and their participation and performance (number of medals) in the Paralympic Games, e.g., London 2012 and Rio 2016. Additionally, we document a trend for years 1 and 3 (2009 and 2011, respectively), in which the international competitions occur, with higher impact on the prediction of Brazilian Paralympic athletes’ participation in Paralympic Games. However, concerning Rio 2016, participation in
domestic competitions in year 3 (2015) documented a negative impact on predicting Paralympic athletes’ participation.

II. Literature Review and Research Questions

The overall performance of the sports industry could benefit from better analytics, and a clearer understanding of how to mitigate the cognitive biases, which may undermine the quality of management decision-making processes (Ward et al. 2019; Ofoghi et al., 2013). For example, assigning athletes or teams to participate in competitions aiming at optimizing funding allocation, as well as marketing strategies (Link, 2018; De Bosscher et. al, 2015).

Studies conducted by Houlihan and Green (2008) and the results presented by the consortium Sports Policy Leading to International Sporting Success (SPLISS) (De Bosscher et. al, 2015) have demonstrated that participation in international competitions is a factor that drives the strategy forward and one that can contribute to the international sporting success of countries. However, relatively few studies approach examining the activity data of sporting events quantitatively (Sun & Lin 2022; Bohlmann & Van Heerden, 2008). As Ofoghi et al., (2013) postulate, data analytical methods, where the focus is upon exploration and developing new insights, are becoming increasingly useful tools in analyzing the performance data of elite sports and supporting decision making that is crucial to gaining success.

There is also growing interest in developing intelligent models and prediction systems for elite sports (Link, 2018). However, if we focus on studies that are principally or exclusively based on quantitative data related to sports management, we identify studies that relate to sports with betting and lotteries as being the most common. For example, to predict the behavior of sales in sports betting in China (Sun & Li, 2022), the monthly sales series in sports betting are analyzed and the volume of sales in sports betting in the same region is predicted.

Similarly, Yang et al. (2012) establish a prediction of sports betting consumption in the province of Sichuan, China to improve future promotional strategies. Studies by Spann and Skiera (2009) include a comparative analysis of diverse prediction methods in the betting market, or the application of predictive methods to evaluate time series data in social networks and sports debate forums (Mao et al., 2015; Ofoghi et al., 2013). Quantitative sports data analysis methods have also been used to predict results in the English Premier League (EPL) (Yiannakis et al., 2006) or in order to measure consumer expenditure on sport using multivariate models (Camps & Pappous, 2016).

According to Horvat and Job’s (2020), recent review of the mainstream machine learning (ML) models for sports outcome prediction, logistic regression ranks number four in terms of the number of reviewed papers, using that specific ML algorithm (Ishwarya & Nithya, 2021; Kasera & Johari, 2021). In other words, knowing the number of events that can or should be competed in by each team or athlete in a particular sport, in a phase of the Paralympic cycle, can even assist with the planning and management of Paralympic teams, since it may indicate their participation capability in the next Paralympic Games.
According to the data analyzed in this study, for each competition of athletics in one of the Paralympic Games, an average of 86 events were competed in by Brazilian athletes in the four years before the Games, which means more than 28 events per year. The analysis carried out also demonstrated that this reality is different for each sport studied. For swimming, on average, they held 5 preparation events for each event at the 2012 and 2016 Paralympics.

As highlighted by Gold and Gold (2007), since 1988, there has been a convergence process that brought the Paralympic Games to the forefront of the Olympics arena. In the process, new sports were included, and a wider range of disabilities represented, which increased the number of events for each Paralympic team and athlete.

The Paralympic Games also highlight the change in sports competition as a therapy for para-athletes to elite events that carry intrinsic prestige, with growing rivalry for medals. According to the Nielsen Sports Report (2016), "The Rise of Parasports, The Growth of Paralympic Games and Opportunities for Fans and Brands", since London 2012, more than 4,000 para-athletes, from 164 different countries, are competing in the Summer Paralympic Games. This represents a 10 percent increase in the number of athletes and countries competing in the games, plus a 3.8 billion cumulative tv audience and 2.7 million tickets sold to spectators, only in London 2012 (Nielsen Sports Report, 2016).

Considering the increase in the number of paralympic competitions and events, predicting the performance and participation of para-athletes in international competitions has become very important for sports organizations and government, in addition to the companies and brands that finance paralympic sports. In the meantime, the importance of these decisions is often matched by their complexity. For example, as noted by Ofoghi et al. (2013) in a review of sports competition data analysis, the question, "what are your crucial problems?", was interpreted by coaches at several different levels: a) which events in the game have the greatest influence on the result or b) which events in the game influence the “percentage of shots” and “which central passes lead to shots on goal”. In contrast, but with the same complexity, the type of sports data analysis in our study can contribute to the management of participation in competitions on multiple levels, including the calendar of events defined for each athlete or team, the management of training and even the profitable management of sport organisations and public entities (Budovich, 2021), since there are considerable investments and logistics related to the participation of para-athletes in international and national competitions.

### III. Research Design, Data Description and Empirical Implementation

Since the explained variable assumes a dichotomic nature (dummy variable), the logistic regression estimation method (logit) was used.\(^1\) Logistic regression is a widely used statistical method for analyzing and modeling relationships between one or more

---

\(^1\) The linear probabilistic alternative model, despite being simpler to implement, may be prone to some shortcomings, notably, the non-normality of the errors’ distribution, and heteroscedastic variance distributions.
predictor variables and a categorical dependent variable. Reasons why logistic regression may be suitable for use, apart from the binary nature of the dependent variable, are, e.g.: coefficients interpretability, as the effect of a predictor variable on the log-odds of the dependent variable; robustness and flexibility on handling a wide range of predictor variables, including continuous, categorical, and ordinal variables; easy to implement; linearity assumption. Overall, logistic regression is a powerful and flexible method, and it is widely used in many fields, including sports, finance, and social sciences (Hosmer et al. 2013; Menard, 2002).

The specification of the logistic regression model for this study is:

\[
\frac{(\text{POG}_i = 1)}{1 - (\text{POG}_i = 1)} = \exp(\beta_0 + \beta_1 \text{NEvents}_\text{Domest}_i + \beta_2 \text{NEvents}_\text{Inter}_i + \beta_3 \text{Dum}_\text{NEvents}_\text{Athl}_i) \quad (i)
\]

\[
\log \left( \frac{(\text{POG}_i = 1)}{1 - (\text{POG}_i = 1)} \right) = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \text{NEvents}_\text{Domest}_i + \beta_2 \text{NEvents}_\text{Inter}_i + \beta_3 \text{Dum}_\text{NEvents}_\text{Athl}_i \quad (ii)
\]

where \( \text{POG}_i \) denotes the participation in Paralympic Games per athlete and event and is specified as 1 for athletes that participated in an event at the Paralympic Games and 0 for athletes that did not participate in the said event (an alternative specification denotes this variable as the performance in Paralympic Games per athlete and event and is specified as 1 for athletes that were classified in the three first places and received a medal in an event at the Paralympic Games and 0 for athletes that did not receive a medal in the said event; \( \text{NEvents}_i \) denotes the total number of competitions, domestic (\( \text{Domest} \)) and international (\( \text{Inter} \)), in which each athlete participated in preparation for an event at the Paralympic Games; \( \text{Dum}_\text{NEvents}_\text{Athl}_i \) denotes a dummy for the number of events per athlete (an athlete who participated in the Paralympic Games in more than one event was coded with the value 1, and athletes who only participated in one event were coded with 0).

Equation (i) describes the odds of an athlete participating in an event of the Paralympic Games (and alternatively their performance. The odds for the event in Paralympic Games is \( \frac{(\text{POG}_i = 1)}{1 - (\text{POG}_i = 1)} \) such that \( \text{POG} \) is the probability of the event. Equation (ii) states the natural logarithm of the odds as a function of the \( \text{NEvents} \) domestic and international in which an athlete participated (the log odds).²

For this empirical analysis, we collected data on the participation of the athletics, and swimming Brazilian Paralympic athletes in sports competitions between the 2009 and 2016 Paralympic cycles, available from the National Elite Sports Office of Brazil’s Ministry of Sports, described in Table 1.

² The log odds is the natural logarithm of the odds ratio. The odds ratio is the ratio of the probability of an event occurring to the probability of the event not occurring.
Table 1
Data on the Brazilian athletics, and swimming paralympic athletes, available from the National Elite Sports Office of Brazil’s Ministry of Sports

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collected data</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Competition name</td>
<td>Name of the sporting competition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calendar year</td>
<td>Year of the competition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entity</td>
<td>Organization responsible for the organization of the competition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Country of the sporting competition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level</td>
<td>Geographic coverage of the competition (World, International, Pan American,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>South American, National)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Athlete name</td>
<td>Name of the athlete that participated in the competition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sport</td>
<td>Athlete sport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranking</td>
<td>Performance/Classification of the athlete</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data collection was carried out, in three stages, using printed and electronic documents in addition to a standardized electronic form, in order to collect data from the competitions and athletes (Figure 1).

Figure 1
Data collection stages to predict the participation and performance of Brazilian athletes in the Paralympic Games of London 2012 and Rio 2016.

In the first stage of the data collection, information on the public funding of the athletes studied was drawn from the National Elite Sports Office in Brazil’s Ministry of Sports. Secondly, data on the participation of paralympic athletes and their results in international and national competitions were collected from the official websites of the Brazilian Paralympic Committee (CPB), the International Paralympic Committee (IPC), and International Sports Organization, for each of the athletics, and swimming sports analyzed. Athletics and swimming represent almost 80 percent of the competitions participated in by Brazilian Paralympic athletes, which were financed by the national federal government.

In the third stage, the data were coded and classified in a MySQL database (DB) by sport, subdivided by competition, event, and athletes’ functional class, in a computerized model developed by Ferreira (2018).
For this empirical investigation, three samples were developed, one for the Paralympic Games of 2012 with all the athlete-events for the sampling period 2009 to 2012, another for the Paralympic Games of 2016 with all the athlete-events for the sampling period 2013 to 2016, and another with all data on the athlete-events for the sampling period 2009 to 2016 (including the Paralympic Games of 2012 and 2016). Using the above-described stages, we end up with a sample of 140 athlete-events for the Paralympic Games of 2012, a sample of 202 athlete-events for the Paralympic Games of 2016, and 342 athlete-events for the joint sample of the Paralympic Games of 2012 and 2016.

This empirical investigation is organized around three research objectives. The first aims at examining the impact of the number of events in which Brazilian Paralympic athletes participated, in domestic and international athletics, and swimming qualifying competitions, on their participation and performance in the Paralympic Games (London 2012 and Rio 2016). The second is how is the aforementioned relationship influenced by the type of sport. The third is the identification of the year(s), in which the events occur, which had a higher impact on the prediction of Brazilian Paralympic athletes’ participation in Paralympic Games.

Addressing these research objectives, we performed a descriptive analysis of the data, frequencies, mean, median, standard deviation and maximum, followed by a logistic regression estimation of the number of competitions in which each athlete participated, domestically and internationally, in preparation for the Paralympic Games (also by year) on their participation and performance in the Paralympic Games 2012 and 2016 per athlete and event.

To conduct these tests, we specified our regression models as:

\[
\Pr(POG_i = 1) = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \text{NEvents}_{\text{Domest}} + \beta_2 \text{NEvents}_{\text{Inter}} + \beta_3 \text{Dum}_\text{NEvents}_{\text{Athl}} + \varepsilon_i \quad (1)
\]

\[
\Pr(POG_{2012_i} = 1) = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \text{NEvents}_{\text{Domest}} + \beta_2 \text{NEvents}_{\text{Inter}} + \beta_3 \text{Dum}_\text{NEvents}_{\text{Athl}} + \varepsilon_i \quad (2)
\]

\[
\Pr(POG_{2016_i} = 1) = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \text{NEvents}_{\text{Domest}} + \beta_2 \text{NEvents}_{\text{Inter}} + \beta_3 \text{Dum}_\text{NEvents}_{\text{Athl}} + \varepsilon_i \quad (3)
\]

\[
\Pr(POG_i = 1) = \beta_0 + \beta_1_{\text{Athl}} \text{NEvents}_{\text{Domest}} \_Y1 \_to \_4_i + \beta_2_{\text{Athl}} \text{NEvents}_{\text{Inter}} \_Y1 \_to \_4_i + \varepsilon_i \quad (4)
\]

\[
\Pr(POG_{2012_i} = 1) = \beta_0 + \beta_1_{\text{Athl}} \text{NEvents}_{\text{Domest}} \_Y1 \_to \_4_i + \beta_2_{\text{Athl}} \text{NEvents}_{\text{Inter}} \_Y1 \_to \_4_i + \varepsilon_i \quad (5)
\]

\[
\Pr(POG_{2016_i} = 1) = \beta_0 + \beta_1_{\text{Athl}} \text{NEvents}_{\text{Domest}} \_Y1 \_to \_4_i + \beta_2_{\text{Athl}} \text{NEvents}_{\text{Inter}} \_Y1 \_to \_4_i + \varepsilon_i \quad (6)
\]

Equations (1) to (3) address the first and second research objectives, and Equations (4) to (6) examine the third research objective, for the Paralympic Games (London 2012 and Rio 2016). The variables specification is presented in table 2.
Table 2
Variable Specification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>POG</strong> - Participation (and Performance) in the Paralympic Games per athlete and event</td>
<td>1 for athletes that participated in an event at the Paralympic Games and 0 for athletes that did not participate (alternative specification as 1 for athletes that were classified in the three first places and received a medal in an event at the Paralympic Games and 0 for athletes that did not receive a medal in the said event)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>POG_2012</strong> - Participation (and Performance) in the Paralympic Games 2012 per athlete and event</td>
<td>1 for athletes that participated in an event at the Paralympic Games 2012 and 0 for athletes that did not participate (alternative specification as 1 for athletes that were classified in the three first places and received a medal in an event at the Paralympic Games 2012 and 0 for athletes that did not receive a medal in the said event)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>POG_2016</strong> - Participation (and Performance) in the Paralympic Games 2016 per athlete and event</td>
<td>1 for athletes that participated in an event at the Paralympic Games 2016 and 0 for athletes that did not participate (alternative specification as 1 for athletes that were classified in the three first places and received a medal in an event at the Paralympic Games 2016 and 0 for athletes that did not receive a medal in the said event)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NEvents_Domest</strong> – Number of Events</td>
<td>Total number of domestic events in which each athlete participated in preparation for the Paralympic Games</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NEvents_Inter</strong> - Number of Events</td>
<td>Total number of international events in which each athlete participated in preparation for the Paralympic Games</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dum_NEvents_Athl</strong></td>
<td>Dummy for the number of events at the Paralympic Games per athlete (an athlete who participated in more than one event was coded with the value 1, and athletes who only participated in one event were coded with 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NEvents_Domest_Y1_to_4</strong></td>
<td>Total number of domestic events in which each athlete participated in preparation for the Paralympic Games in Years 1 to 4; Year 1 (2009 for Paralympic Games 2012 and 2013 for Paralympic Games 2016); Year 2 (2010 for Paralympic Games 2012 and 2014 for Paralympic Games 2016); Year 3 (2011 for Paralympic Games 2012 and 2015 for Paralympic Games 2016); Year 4 (2012 for Paralympic Games 2012 and 2016 for Paralympic Games 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NEvents_Inter_Y1_to_4</strong></td>
<td>Total number of international events in which each athlete participated in preparation for the Paralympic Games in Years 1 to 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. Results and Discussion

Table 3 displays the summary statistics on the variables used in the empirical testing for the Paralympic Games of 2012 and Paralympic Games of 2016 samples. We found that the **NEvents** (*Domest* and *Inter*) mean is higher in the preparation for the Paralympic Games of 2012 than for 2016, 2.007, 1.743 and 1.678, 1.253 competitions, respectively.
Logistic regression results on the impact of the number of competitions in which Brazilian Paralympic athletes participated, in domestic and international athletics, and swimming qualifying competitions, on their participation and performance in Paralympic Games, are reported in table 4, columns (1) and (2), respectively. Columns (3) and (4) show the relationship between the number of competitions in which the athlete participated and their participation in Paralympic Games by the sports most participated in, swimming, and athletics, respectively.

Results document that for a unit increase in the number of international competitions in which each athlete participated a 0.638 increase is expected in the log-odds of the participation in an event in the Paralympic Games and is statistically significant at the 1 percent level. The participation in domestic and international competitions is both positive and statistically significant, at the 1 percent level, impact on obtaining a medal by the athlete (column (2)). The expected value of the log-odds of the participation in an
event in the Paralympic Games for athletes who competed in more than one competition (vis-à-vis those who competed in just one event) is -1.187 and is statistically significant at the 1 percent level. Similar results, coefficients, signs, and statistical significance are documented for the participation in the Paralympic Games by sports, columns (3) and (4) of table 4. The number of domestic competitions in which an athlete participated is not statistically significant in explaining their participation in an event in the Paralympic Games.

Table 5, columns (1) and (2), and by sports in columns (3) and (4), presents the results on the impact of the number of competitions in which Brazilian Paralympic athletes participated, domestic and international, on their participation and performance in an event in the London 2012 Paralympic Games. Findings document that for a unit increase in the number of international competitions in which each athlete participated a 0.882 increase is expected in the log-odds of the participation in an event in the London 2012 Paralympic Games, and is statistically significant at the 1 percent level. In the London 2012 Paralympic Games, the participation in domestic and international competitions is both positive and statistically significant, at the 1 percent level, impact on athletes’ performance (column (2)). Similar results, coefficients, signs, and statistical significance are documented for the participation in the Paralympic Games by sports, columns (3) and (4) of table 5. The number of domestic competitions in which an athlete participated is also statistically significant at the 5 percent level, in explaining their participation in an event in London 2012, however, its impact is lower when compared to the participation in international competitions.

Table 5
Logistic Regression Estimation Results (logit) – London 2012, Domestic and International Competitions, and Sports

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>(1) London 2012 Odds Ratio</th>
<th>(2) London 2012 (Performance) Odds Ratio</th>
<th>(3) By Sport Swimming Odds Ratio</th>
<th>(4) By Sport Athletics Odds Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NEvents_Domest</td>
<td>0.216** (0.0962) 1.242</td>
<td>33.264*** (1.728) 2.80e+14</td>
<td>0.150 (0.147) 1.162</td>
<td>0.638 (0.724) 1.803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEvents_Inter</td>
<td>0.882*** (0.162) 2.415</td>
<td>34.276*** (0.909) 7.59e+14</td>
<td>0.689*** (0.236) 1.992</td>
<td>1.162*** (0.274) 3.977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dum_NEvents_Athl</td>
<td>-1.174 (0.720) 0.399</td>
<td>-15.414*** (1.062) 2.02e-07</td>
<td>-1.094 (0.895) 0.333</td>
<td>1.986** (0.948) 7.399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-0.0849 (0.721) 0.919</td>
<td>-17.157*** (0.688) 3.54e+08</td>
<td>0.357 (0.851) 1.449</td>
<td>-3.805*** (1.204) 0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudo R-squared</td>
<td>0.2407</td>
<td>0.8802</td>
<td>0.2498</td>
<td>0.3328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wald chiz</td>
<td>35.14</td>
<td>12.63</td>
<td>18.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prob chiz</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>0.0055</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results on the impact of the number of competitions in which Brazilian Paralympic athletes participated, domestic and international, on their participation in the Rio 2016
Paralympic Games, are reported in table 6, columns (1) and (2), and by sports in Columns (3) and (4).

Table 6
Logistic Regression Estimation Results (logit) – Rio 2016, Domestic and International Competitions, and Sports

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>(1) Rio 2016 Odds Ratio</th>
<th>(2) Rio 2016 Odds Ratio</th>
<th>(3) By Sport Odds Ratio</th>
<th>(4) By Sport Odds Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NEvents_Domest</td>
<td>-0.0728 (0.0814)</td>
<td>-0.429*** (0.149)</td>
<td>-0.123 (0.548)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEvents_Inter</td>
<td>0.596*** (0.141)</td>
<td>0.369 (0.232)</td>
<td>0.830*** (0.175)</td>
<td>2.292 (0.7577)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dum_NEvents_Athl</td>
<td>-1.209** (0.309)</td>
<td>-1.126 (0.793)</td>
<td>-0.884 (0.894)</td>
<td>0.413 (0.804)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>1.273** (0.516)</td>
<td>3.209*** (0.903)</td>
<td>0.516 (0.861)</td>
<td>1.676 (0.894)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudo R-squared</td>
<td>0.103</td>
<td>0.117</td>
<td>0.1352</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wald chi2</td>
<td>25.82</td>
<td>11.89</td>
<td>24.18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prob chi2</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>0.00078</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results show that for a unit increase in the number of international competitions in which each athlete participated, a 0.596 increase is expected in the log-odds of the participation in Rio 2016 paralympic games and is statistically significant at the 1 percent level. Additionally, the participation in international competitions is also positive and statistically significant, at the 1 percent level, impact on obtaining a medal by an athlete in the Rio 2016 Paralympic Games (column (2)). The number of domestic competitions in which an athlete participated is not statistically significant in explaining their participation in Rio 2016 Paralympic Games. Per type of sports, participating in domestic swimming competitions decreased the log-odds by 0.429 of their participation in the Rio 2016 Paralympic Games, statistically significant at the 1 percent level, and participating in international athletics competitions increased the log-odds by 0.830 of their participation in Rio 2016 Paralympic Games.

Table 7 shows the regression results on the identification of the year(s), in which the competitions occur (domestic and international), with a higher impact on the prediction of Brazilian Paralympic athletes’ participation in Paralympic Games (London 2012 and Rio 2016).
Table 7
Logistic Regression Estimation Results (logit) – considering the Domestic and International NEvents per year before the Paralympic Games

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>(1) All Dum_POG Odds Ratio</th>
<th>(2) 2012 Dum_POG Odds Ratio</th>
<th>(3) 2016 Dum_POG Odds Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NEvents_Domest_Year1</td>
<td>0.422 (0.563) 1.525</td>
<td>-0.569 (0.982) 0.566</td>
<td>1.009 (0.680) 2.744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEvents_Inter_Year1</td>
<td>0.695* (0.359) 2.003</td>
<td>1.597*** (0.539) 4.937</td>
<td>0.191 (0.568) 1.210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEvents_Domest_Year2</td>
<td>0.392 (0.275) 1.479</td>
<td>0.0854 (0.531) 1.089</td>
<td>0.298 (0.364) 1.348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEvents_Inter_Year2</td>
<td>-1 1</td>
<td>-1 1</td>
<td>-1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEvents_Domest_Year3</td>
<td>-0.820* (0.467) 0.441</td>
<td>0.986 (0.724) 2.682</td>
<td>-2.007*** (0.764) 0.134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEvents_Inter_Year3</td>
<td>0.420** (0.173) 1.523</td>
<td>0.488* (0.269) 1.629</td>
<td>0.710*** (0.253) 2.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEvents_Domest_Year4</td>
<td>0.0672 (0.272) 1.070</td>
<td>0.414 (0.450) 1.513</td>
<td>-0.0808 (0.382) 0.922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEvents_Inter_Year4</td>
<td>0.641 (1.584) 1.898</td>
<td>-2.556** (1.167) 0.070</td>
<td>-1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dum_NEvents_Athl</td>
<td>-1.235*** (0.425) 0.291</td>
<td>-1.235 (0.759) 0.291</td>
<td>-1.187** (0.490) 0.305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>0.902** (0.425) 2.464</td>
<td>-0.0424 (0.779) 0.959</td>
<td>1.132** (0.491) 3.102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudo R-squared</td>
<td>0.1043</td>
<td>0.2187</td>
<td>0.110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wald chi2</td>
<td>37.59</td>
<td>28.64</td>
<td>28.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prob chi2</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>0.000040</td>
<td>0.000186</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results in table 7 document that for a unit increase in the number of international competitions in year 1 and year 3 in which each athlete participated, a 0.695 and a 0.420 increase are expected, respectively, in the log-odds of the participation in the Paralympic Games, a relationship that is statistically significant at the 10 and 5 percent levels, respectively.

Overall, regression results indicate that there is a positive impact on the number of competitions in which Brazilian Paralympic athletes participated in preparation for the Paralympics and their participation and performance in an event in the Paralympic Games (London 2012 and Rio 2016). Indeed, the number of international competitions in which each athlete participated increased in the log-odds of the participation in an event in the Paralympic Games, while in most cases the number of domestic competitions in which an athlete participated is not statistically significant in explaining the participation in the Paralympic Games.

Research on public and private organizations funding for countries and athletes to obtain results in international competitions, especially in the Olympic and Paralympic Games, has gained increasing attention as it provides valuable insights (Gratton et al.,...
These studies highlight the importance of adequate financial investment for sporting success in elite competitions. For instance, results presented by De Bosscher et al. (2019) indicate that countries that allocate substantial resources to sports development are more likely to achieve better results and win a greater number of medals at the Olympics.

In this regard, results documented in this paper can contribute to the management of participation in competitions, such as the competition schedule for each athlete or team, and even financial management of sports organizations, once the relevance of funding allocation optimization grows in relation to the current economic context, in which it is valued due to the allocation of public financial resources in an efficient way, using a transparent criterion for the distribution of these resources.

In addition, considering current research shows that funding of high-performance sports is directly linked to winning medals at Olympic and Paralympic Games (De Bosscher et al., 2019; Gratton et al., 2018), the results on the prediction of the performance and participation of athletes in the Paralympic Games and their relationship vis-à-vis their participation in competitions during the Paralympic cycle, presented in this paper, can be used to collaborate with the funding effectiveness verification of the high-performance Paralympic athletes and teams. These results are consistent with the previous literature that discussed how participation in international competitions is considered to be one of the success pillars of sports (De Bosscher et. al, 2015; Houlihan & Green, 2008). In brief, studies have demonstrated that participation in international competitions is a factor that drives the strategy forward and that can contribute to the international sporting success of many countries.

V. Summary and Concluding Remarks

Since the use of sports data analysis techniques can assist sports management and sports funding, this paper explores data from one of the success pillars of sports, international and national competitions, over the 2009-2016 period, in order to study the impact of the number of competitions in which Brazilian Paralympic athletics and swimming athletes participated, to predict their participation in the London 2012 and the Rio 2016 Paralympic Games.

Logistic regression estimations results, using samples of the Paralympic Games of 2012 and the Paralympic Games of 2016, document that a one-unit increase in the number of competitions in which a Brazilian Paralympic athlete participates in international competition is associated with a 1.619 and 2.199 increase in the odds of being in an event at the Paralympic Summer Games, respectively. Similar results, coefficients, signs, and statistical significance are documented for the participation in the Paralympic Games by the sports studied (athletics and swimming).

On the contrary, the results also confirm that the number of domestic competitions in which an athlete participated is not statistically significant (or lower than the participation in international competitions) in explaining their participation in an event in the Paralympic Games.
We also found that participation in international competitions in different years of the Paralympic cycle may have different impacts on the presence of these athletes in the Paralympic Games. However, we were able to document a trend for years 1 and 3, in which the events occur, with higher impact on the prediction of Brazilian Paralympic athletes’ participation in Paralympic Games.

Given that we found that, for the two sports in point, there is a robust relationship between participation in international competitions and athletes’ participation in the Paralympic Games, future studies can broaden the analysis presented in this paper, including data from athletes from other countries, which may allow the similarities and differences between sports and between different nations to be confirmed as well as conduct experiments to identify the most effective form of financial support for athletes.

Given that there is considerable investment and logistics related to the participation of para-athletes in international and national competitions, it should be noted that this type of sports data analysis can contribute to managing their attendance in competitions, such as the calendar of each athlete or team, and also the financial management of sport organizations and public entities. The relevance of funding allocation optimization is growing in relation to the current economic context, in which it is valued due to the allocation of public financial resources in an efficient way, using a transparent criterion for the distribution of these resources. In addition, in the context of major sports events and attempts to predict the participation of elite athletes in the Olympic and Paralympic Games, this work is a contribution to the advancement of knowledge in this area. We suggest that further studies address the prediction of athletes’ participation in competitions using machine learning models for detailed study of the influence of each year of the competition cycle on the probability of participation in Olympic and Paralympic Games, which was a limitation of the study. Likewise, since this study is limited in that it only uses data from Brazilian athletes, future studies may expand the sample to athletes from other countries and from different sports, other than athletics and swimming.
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